
BRUBECK FAMILY 
LIGHTING
MEET THE LUXURY LIGHTING FAMILY INSPIRED BY 
JAZZ ICON, DAVID BRUBECK



OUTSTANDING CREATION WHICH CAN BE 
CUSTOMIZED IN MULTIPLE SIZES

If you never heard about this iconic mid-century lighting family, you will be impressed

by the uniqueness and sophistication that Bruckbeck family has as standards. Born from a handmade cradle 

and customizable by Portuguese artisans, this bespoke midcentury lighting is one of the most required 

lighting designs from DelightFULL. Be surrounded by the uniqueness and luxurious touch of this amazing 

lighting collection. The family has eight members: Brubeck Round, Bruckeck Chandelier, Brubeck Oval, 

Brubeck Spiral, Brubeck XL, Brubeck Pendant, Brubeck Wall, and Brubeck Floor.



BRUBECK ROUND SUSPENSION

This unique lighting design represents the sophistication 
and finesse of the American jazz pianist, displaying 
a very luxurious feeling. DelightFULL’s skilled artisans 
handmade this round chandelier in brass, covering it 
with a gold-plated finish, which can be customized in 
multiple other finishes. The result of this outstanding 
creation is a functional dining room chandelier with 
sculptural shapes.

Retail Price:  €6,930.00



BRUBECK CHANDELIER

Brubeck Chandelier is the symbol of sophistication and 
elegance when it comes to luxurious lighting designs. 
This particular mid-century lighting design is perfect for
any luxurious dining room spaces, hotel decoration and 
restaurants. The result of this outstanding and versatile 
lighting design is a functional dining room chandelier 
with sculptural and iconic shapes.

Retail Price:  €14,730.00



BRUBECK SPIRAL

One of the most enchanting mid-century modern 
chandeliers that DelightFULL has to offer to the
world is a statement piece. With an enchanting touch 
just similar to every time Dave Brubeck touched his 
piano, the charming and alluring effect provided by 
the spiral case will make this unique lighting design 
shine in a classic and luxurious living room design or in 
a lighting hospitality project. Handmade in brass, the 
care and sleek movements of this modern chandeliers 
are clear,just like jazz, it never ceases to be timeless.

Retail Price:  €28,750.00



BRUBECK PENDANT

Brubeck Pendant captures all the charm and the finesse 
of the entire collection. It is an art deco brass lamp that 
will give a retrochic vibe to your new kitchen counter or 
even mid-century lighting entryway.

Retail Price:  €770.00



BRUBECK FLOOR

We will present to you one of the most prestigious 
and iconic mid-century lighting designs of the Brubeck 
family. Brubeck Floor has its feet on the ground but 
takes us, interior design aficionados, to heaven. 
It represents in every single brass detail the way 
the jazz pianist musician blended very demanding 
rhythmic structures with improvisation in expressive and 
accessible ways.

Retail Price:  €3,910.00



BRUBECK WALL

This member of the Brubeck family leaves us enchanted 
with such uniqueness. This midcentury lighting design is 
ideal for luxury living room spaces and your hallway. 
Brubeck sconce is a statement piece on its own.

Retail Price:  €990.00



BRUBECK WALL XL

If you want to go full Brubeck with the unique lighting 
designs and surprise all of your guests with an iconic 
mid-century lighting piece, here is our Brubeck XL. 
This modern wall sconce is the perfect candidate for a 
maximalist dining room, or even an entryway decor
project.

Retail Price:  € 1,300.00
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